In the last few years, polymer microchips have become highly desirable for on-site detection in areas such as life science, environment, food, and medicine. Until now, optical techniques were privileged due to their sensitivity and their non-destructive character. In this context, Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) is one of the most sensitive techniques for single molecule detection with regard to its molecular selectivity and specificity. With the same objective, Surface-Enhanced Hyper-Raman Scattering (SEHRS) was recently performed for applications of vibrational spectroscopy in biology. 2 There is an abundant literature regarding SERS active substrates of silver or gold thin films (see for example ref. 3, 4) . Among the various methods used for structuring surfaces, nanolithography 5 and colloid adsorption 6-8 appear as the main two ones. Molecules adsorbed onto these nanostructured surfaces have shown an increase in enhancement factors of the order of 1 Â 10 6 to 1 Â 10 12 in terms of SERS efficiency. Following the latest published work on SERS nanoparticle tags, several groups have reached 1 Â 10 15 in terms of efficiency using, as an example, a polymer encapsulation layer. 9 In another field, metallization of polymer materials remains crucial in materials science engineering, especially for data storage of information. 10 For example, an excimer laser in a photoablation procedure can be used to enhance adhesive properties of polymer-supported thin metallic films, 11 and permits to obtain micrometre resolved cavities on thin metallic/ polymer films. Owing to the fact that recent breakthroughs 6, 12, 13 were obtained in the synthesis and architecturing of nanomaterials, it would be interesting to integrate these materials into polymer microchannels.
A preliminary surface-enhanced Raman scattering investigation for a polymer microchip containing gold nanowires arrays is presented here. As illustrated in Fig. 1A , in order to integrate the nanowires into a microchannel, we synthesized gold nanowires using the electrocrystallization method into a track etched polycarbonate (30 mm thick) with an appropriate pore size and film thickness. Once this template filled, two layers of polyethyleneterephthalate (35 mm thick) were thermally laminated on both sides of PC (see PET1 and PET2 in Fig. 1A ). The PET/PC gold nanowire/PET system was exposed to an ArF excimer laser beam in order to create a deep cavity reaching the polycarbonate surface. The polycarbonate was partially removed for baring both ends of the vertical nanowires 3-D arrays by using Ar plasma etching. SEM-FEG micrographs showing the nanowires (NWs) network inside the microchannel are displayed in Fig. 1B . The average diameter of most NWs was estimated to be around 170 nm (Fig. 1C-D) . At the end of plasma etching, the upper PC/ NWs/PET layer is covered to form a microchannel (Fig. 1A) .
Upon recording the Raman spectrum of a 30 mm thick bare PC sample, an unresolved fluorescence background was observed. Raman signals could no longer be discerned on top of the fluorescence background. However NWs doping PC microchannels can be used as substrates for SERS, where fluorescence is completely quenched, in agreement with the accepted model for the electromagnetic enhancement mechanism.
14,15 To demonstrate resonant SERS, we exposed the microchannel PC/gold NWs to a buffer solution of perchloric acid 1 Â 10 À3 M. The SERS spectra in Fig. 2A show clearly the 800-1600 cm À1 region of the Raman fingerprint of PC which is assigned to the O-C-O stretching and the aromatic ring breathing. As can be seen, five of the SERS bands show a significant intensity: the ring stretching at 1602 cm , and the C-CH 3 stretching at 888 cm À1 . SERS (SERRS) occurs with a contribution of the polymer's absorption which exists through the chromophoric units on the polycarbonate chain. Nevertheless, the SERS spectrum predominantly originates from the enhanced signals generated by the deposited gold NWs.
The first experiments displayed in Fig. 2 B-G, represent the result of adding 1 Â 10 À5 M of pyridine carboxylic acid (isonicotinic acid, INA) in 1 Â 10 À3 M perchloric acid aqueous solution. Experimental SERS spectra of isonicotinic acid adsorbed on gold nanowires are in good agreement with the literature. [17] [18] [19] These bands located in the background level of SERS PC/gold NWs exhibit the following features: 847 cm
À1
(out-of-plane ring vibration, (Fig. 2B) (Fig. 2F) ). It is interesting to note that the relative weak intensity of the band at 1386.3 cm À1 compared with bands at 1293 cm À1 and 1510 cm À1 show off an adsorption of the cationic form of INA (Fig. 2E and G) ), indicating that adsorption occurs via donation of p-system electrons. 17, 18 This latter point is in agreement with our experimental acidic pH condition. To test the SERS performance of the NWs-doped polycarbonate microchannel, some organic compounds are in process as samples for SERS measurements.
To conclude, polycarbonate is a cheap raw material easy to process and well adapted for large scale production. These wellbalanced technologic and economic advantages of this kind of SERS-active in dielectric polymer/NWs made it a good candidate for microchip integration. A great advantage in the microdevice domain is that a large surface to volume ratio in the channel can dramatically increase the sensitivity. Therefore, the system can be employed for a ''multi-use and multivariety'' detection due to the fact that in a low concentration regime, the adsorption of biomolecules on modified gold nanomaterials or on polymer is reversible and depends on the surface charge of the microchannel surface.
20 Since most of the biological molecules, such as proteins and DNA, are charged under physiological conditions, the device is appropriate to detect and study the adsorption of a variety of biomolecules onto the surface of the nanowires.
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